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Introduction to IOP 
Publishing



A scientific publishing company 
wholly owned by the Institute 
of Physics

A global business; c. 5% of our 
journal authors are from the UK, and 
a slightly lower percentage of journal 
revenue

Peer-reviewed journals, 
conference proceedings, books, 
magazines, and web sites

All profit or surplus is given as Gift 
Aid to the Institute of Physics - >85% 
of IOP’s income

Head office in Bristol, with offices 
in Philadelphia and Beijing

• Staff also based in Europe, Washington 
DC, Tokyo,  India, Australia, Mexico 
and Singapore

• 400 employees worldwide, 340 of 
them in the UK



IOP Publishing around the world



International journal authorship – top 10 countries in 2021



Our publications

Our journals portfolio 

comprises 108 journals, 

including partner titles.

Our ebook collection 

started in 2014 and now 

features 680 titles

Our conference series 

titles are three of the 

largest journals in 

science, publishing 

>70,000 proceedings 

articles in 2021

Physics World is the 

world’s leading physics 

magazine, supported by 

our team of award-

winning science 

journalists.

Journals eBooks Proceedings Science News



Support for Nuclear, Particle and High Energy Physics



• Multidisciplinary scope: covering theoretical and experimental topics in all areas of nuclear and particle physics, 
nuclear and particle astrophysics, and any interface area between these fields

• Major reports: JPhysG supports the community by publishing major reports, including technical reports, conceptual 
design reports, white papers and letters of intent.

• The arXiv; JPhysG recognises the role the arXiv plays in nuclear and particle physics. We therefore allow you to upload 
the accepted version of your paper to the arXiv

• Peer review: operates Double-Anonymous peer-review, supported by a prestigious international Editorial Board

• Research Data: progressive data availability policy, requiring authors to provide a data availability statement in their 
published article

jphysg@ioppublishing.org

2021 
Impact factor

3.519

Median time 
to first decision

42 days

Editor-in-Chief Jacek Dobaczewski University of York, UK and University of Warsaw, Poland



Open access and 
transformative 

agreements



• Research being openly available to all is a good for humankind.

• IOPP supports open research – the wider adoption of open practices across the sciences 
accelerates scientific discovery.

• Open access is likely the future of publishing in many regions – already informs all IOPP 
strategy to ensure the future of the IOP, but care needed to not cut off any part of community

IOPP endorses the goal of universal access to research in the physical sciences through initiatives 
including:

• Transparent peer review

• Open data

• Increased transparency, inclusivity and diversity

• https://ioppublishing.org/open-physics/

Why is open access important? 

https://ioppublishing.org/open-physics/


IOP Publishing is dedicated to an open future

As a community-focused, society owned publisher we believe in making access to physics research 

universal. To do this effectively we need to provide more open-first publishing services to more scientists. 

We are focused on encouraging greater uptake of open access, providing outstanding publishing services 

to researchers and improving the discoverability and impact of research.



Why publish open access?



Transformative agreements are contracts negotiated between institutions and 
publishers that transform the business model underlying scholarly publishing 
towards a fully open access model. 

They represent a shift away from a subscription-only model to one which covers 
both subscription payments (the “read” element of the agreement) and article 
processing charges (the “publish” element). 

What is a transformative agreement?

You might also hear 
them referred to as 
‘read and publish’ or  
‘open access’ 
agreements.



Open access through transformative agreements 



• All corresponding (submitting) authors with 
a primary or secondary affiliation to CERN can 
publish open access in eligible journals without 
additional cost
• Including articles from any CERN 

experimental collaboration
• Majority of IOPP’s hybrid and society partner 

journals covered; including J Phys G, J Phys A, EPL 
and JCAP.

• Comply with any open access mandate and policy, 
even when publishing in non-SCOAP3 journals

Transformative agreement with CERN

Full details are available at: 
http://bit.ly/CERNIOP



How to publish under the CERN agreement



• We identify that articles are eligible using the affiliation of the 
corresponding author

• During the peer-review process, or shortly after acceptance we 
will write to the corresponding author to let them know we will 
publish the article open access

• Once the article is accepted we validate it with a dedicated 
contact at CERN to approve the funding

How to publish under the CERN agreement

Scan for a step-by 
step author guide





How can open physics accelerate discovery?

ACCESS:
Open physics can broaden scientific engagement and 
collaboration through wider and faster access

TRANSPARENCY: 
Open physics can enhance scientific integrity 
through greater transparency

INCLUSIVITY: 
Open physics can expand the pool of scientific ideas 
through broader inclusivity



Access

• Seeking transformative agreements

• Supporting the use of preprints

• Supporting open access infrastructure

• Ensuring ease of access on our content platform

• 100% APC waiver for lowest-income countries

• APC discount policies for lower middle-income countries



Transparency

• Promoting open data sharing

• Transparent journal metrics

• Enabling research data and code associated with 
primary research articles to be publicly available 
and discoverable

• Encouraging reviewers and editorial boards to 
make reviewer reports associated with primary 
research articles publicly available and 
discoverable; transparent peer review



Inclusivity

• Supporting researchers based in lower-income economies to 
publish physical science openly in an IOP Publishing journal at a 
reduced or waived article publication charge (APC)

• Inclusive peer review; move to double anonymous across our 
portfolio

• Name change policy

• Widening participation in peer review



Open Access Week 2022



Thank You & Questions

Scan for a step-by 
step author guide

http://bit.ly/CERNIOP


